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Smart Water Sensor HomeKit NEO NAS-WS05BH ZigBee
Protect your home from flooding. The NEO NAS-WS05BH sensor will immediately notify you of a possible water leak, so you can react in
time.  It  is  perfect  for  the  kitchen  or  bathroom,  for  example  -  mount  it  near  the  washing  machine,  bathtub  or  fridge.  The  device  is
compatible  with  TUYA  /  Smart  Life  and  Apple  HomeKit.  It  supports  the  ZigBee  3.0  communication  protocol  and  requires  a  dedicated
ZigBee gateway (sold separately) to function properly.
 
Keep your hand on the pulse
Don't  let  an  uncontrolled  water  leak  contribute  to  damage  to  the  walls,  floors  and  appliances  in  your  home.  The  NEO  sensor  is
distinguished  by  its  high  sensitivity  -  it  will  help  you  avoid  similar  problems!  Mount  it,  for  example,  next  to  your  washing  machine,
bathtub, sink or fridge. In the event of a leak, you will know immediately - you will receive a notification on your phone. This gives you
the opportunity to react quickly and rectify any faults!
 
User-friendly
The sensor is very simple to install and set up. It is powered by just 2 AA batteries, which can provide a long operating time - you don't
have to change them very often. It is also possible to pair the product with other devices (ZigBee or Wi-Fi) and create smart scenes. For
example, you can make it sound an alarm automatically when the sensor detects a leak!
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Compatibility with TUYA and Apple HomeKit
Convenient management of the sensor is made possible by the TUYA / Smart Life app. Using it,  you can check its status and whether
there is a leak at any time. You will  also receive push notifications. The product is also compatible with Apple HomeKit. Add it to your
smart home management platform and conveniently operate all your devices from a single app!
 
Brand
NEO
Model
NAS-WS05BH
Colour
White
Power supply
2x AA battery
Operating current
58 mA
Standby current
2.5 uA
Operating temperature
0°C to 50°C
Operating humidity
Between 20% and 85%
Service life
Approx. 5000 uses
Frequency
2.4 GHz
Wireless communication protocol
ZigBee 3.0, IEEE 802.15.4
Range
Up to 55 m
Dimensions
82 x 42 x 16 mm
Application
TUYA / Smart Life
Compatibility
Apple HomeKit

Preço:

€ 14.50

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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